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Abstract

Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW) forms the deepest limb of the meridional overturning circulation (MOC) and is a key control on global exchanges of heat, freshwater, and carbon. Density differences that drive the MOC have their origin, in part, in coastal polynyas. Prydz Bay polynyas in East Antarctica are a key source of Dense Shelf Water (DSW) that feeds AABW to the Atlantic and Indian Oceans. However, several poorly understood mechanisms influence the pathways and change water mass properties of the DSW on its way to the abyss. To better understand these mechanisms, we release Lagrangian particles in a 10 km resolution simulation of the Whole Antarctic Ocean Model and analyze the resulting tracks using novel cluster analysis. Our results highlight the role of mixing with other water masses on the shelf in controlling the fate of DSW and its eventual contribution to AABW. When advected beneath the ice shelf, DSW can mix with fresh Ice Shelf Water (ISW), becoming less dense and making future AABW formation less likely. This study confirms that towards the shelf break along the Antarctic Slope Current, mixing with circumpolar deep water (CDW) forms modified circumpolar deep water (mCDW) and influences DSW export as AABW. Our findings indicate that the pathway from DSW to AABW is sensitive to mixing with ambient waters on the shelf. An important implication is that with future increase in ice shelf melt and CDW warming, AABW production is likely to decline, even if DSW production in coastal polynyas remains constant.
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Abstract

Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW) forms the deepest limb of the meridional overturning circulation (MOC) and is a key control on global exchanges of heat, freshwater, and carbon. Density differences that drive the MOC have their origin, in part, in coastal polynyas. Prydz Bay polynyas in East Antarctica are a key source of Dense Shelf Water (DSW) that feeds AABW to the Atlantic and Indian Oceans. However, several poorly understood mechanisms influence the pathways and change water mass properties of the DSW on its way to the abyss. To better understand these mechanisms, we release Lagrangian particles in a 10 km resolution simulation of the Whole Antarctic Ocean Model and analyze the resulting tracks using novel cluster analysis. Our results highlight the role of mixing with other water masses on the shelf in controlling the fate of DSW and its eventual contribution to AABW. When advected beneath the ice shelf, DSW can mix with fresh Ice Shelf Water (ISW), becoming less dense and making future AABW formation less likely. This study confirms that towards the shelf break along the Antarctic Slope Current, mixing with circumpolar deep water (CDW) forms modified circumpolar deep water (mCDW) and influences DSW export as AABW. Our findings indicate that the pathway from DSW to AABW is sensitive to mixing with ambient waters on the shelf. An important implication is that with future increase in ice shelf melt and CDW warming, AABW production is likely to decline, even if DSW production in coastal polynyas remains constant.

Plain Language Summary

Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW) helps drive the meridional overturning circulation (MOC), regulating global exchanges of ocean properties and Southern Ocean exchanges of heat and salt between distinct bodies of water or water masses. Coastal polynyas—regions of ice-free open ocean—feature continuous sea ice formation in winter and expel salt into the water column. Some water formed in these polynyas is dense enough to sink to the abyssal ocean, forming AABW, but the factors which affect this process are not well understood. Here, we investigate the influences of regional differences and mixing with other water masses on the trajectories of water originating from coastal polynyas in Prydz Bay, East Antarctica by tracking virtual water particles in a regional ocean model. Mixing between dense water from Prydz Bay with either ice shelf meltwater or warm water upwelled during the MOC can control the export of dense water to the deep ocean; if ice shelf melt intensifies according to climate predictions, this factor could limit future AABW formation. Water particles from Prydz Bay typically follow the Antarctic continental shelf before moving either along the ocean surface or through subsea canyons to the abyss.

1 Introduction

Antarctic bottom water (AABW) is the densest water mass in the global ocean and is created as it sinks from the continental slope to the deep ocean (Orsi et al., 1999). Recent studies have underlined changes to AABW temperature, salinity, and volume (Purkey & Johnson, 2013; Schmidtke et al., 2014; van Wijk & Rintoul, 2014; Anilkumar et al., 2021; Zhou et al., 2023). The declining formation rate of AABW in response to these changes has implications for the global sea level (Purkey & Johnson, 2013), the Southern Annular Mode (Schroeter et al., 2022), and the Meridional Overturning Circulation (MOC) (Gunn et al., 2023). Circulation on the Antarctic shelf, and particularly the interactions between offshore and onshore shelf waters (Gill, 1973; Orsi et al., 1999; Silvano et al., 2018) and glacial meltwater (Abernathy et al., 2016; Pellichero et al., 2018; Li et al., 2023) have been linked to modification of exported deep water and changes to Southern Ocean overturning. While recent developments in understanding abyssal overturning have been made, in situ observations remain sparse and with a summer bias (Heywood...
Consequently, our understanding of the connections between the processes at the Antarctic margin with the abyssal ocean is insufficient to help constrain and predict the behavior of the ice sheet and response of the global oceans.

Abyssal export of AABW begins at the Antarctic margin, where Water Mass Transformations (WMTs) occur to alter the physical qualities of on-shelf water. The dominant origin of AABW lies within coastal polynyas: ice-free open water which exposes the ocean surface to negative atmospheric heat fluxes and features continuous sea ice formation and brine rejection in winter (Tamura et al., 2008, 2011). The ocean buoyancy loss in these regions drives the production of High Salinity Shelf Water (HSSW) and later Dense Shelf Water (DSW) (Martin, 2019; Solodoch et al., 2022), which can be transported westward by the Antarctic Slope Current (ASC) along the continental shelf (Nunes Vaz & Lennon, 1996; Peña-Molino et al., 2016) or into the sub-ice cavity (Herraiz-Borreguero et al., 2015). DSW can either mix with Circumpolar Deep Water (CDW) upwelled on steeply-tilted isopycnals (Liu et al., 2017; Thompson et al., 2018; Guo et al., 2019) or cascade down the continental shelf forming AABW (Baines & Condie, 1985; Shanmugam, 2021). Thus, AABW formation connects surface processes in the Southern Ocean to the circulation of the deep ocean (Orsi et al., 1999; Jacobs, 2004) and regulates the ventilation of abyssal waters (Sallée et al., 2010).

The extent to which the Southern Ocean impacts the Earth’s climate system—including controlling the Meridional Overturning Circulation (MOC) and absorbing heat from the atmosphere—thus depends in part on the formation of DSW along the Antarctic coast in coastal polynyas and its ultimate conversion to AABW. Tamura et al. (2016) suggest that decreases in sea ice extent increase the total sea ice production (SIP) of some latent heat polynyas, in turn altering the formation of DSW. Given that polynyas alter the salt and heat flux to coastal waters (Tamura et al., 2008, 2011), polynyas can alter the circulation of the Southern Ocean. The evolution of DSW from polynyas is complex, and understanding the mechanisms which control and contribute to AABW formation is important for predicting changes in global overturning circulation as well as for tracking the ocean heat and carbon uptake. Several hypotheses exist surrounding these WMTs: recent studies have shown that Ice Shelf Water (ISW) and shelf-modified Circumpolar Deep Water (mCDW) can influence the formation of sea ice (Guo et al., 2019) as well as DSW (Herraiz-Borreguero et al., 2016; Narayanan et al., 2019). Bottom topography also impacts the export of AABW to ocean depths (Baines & Condie, 1985; Amblas & Dowdeswell, 2018), and Portela et al. (2022) confirms that the transformation of DSW to AABW is spatially dependent and influenced by changes in bathymetry.

The Eastern Antarctic Prydz Bay (Figure 1) is a notable exporter of DSW, with several highly productive major and minor polynyas that contribute AABW to both the Atlantic and Indian Oceans (Ohshima et al., 2016; Solodoch et al., 2022). One such polynya at the Western edge of Prydz Bay, the Cape Darnley polynya, accounts for up to 13% of all AABW produced around Antarctica (Ohshima et al., 2013). Similarly, Tamura et al. (2008) showed that the MacKenzie polynya is one of the greatest producers of sea ice throughout the Southern Ocean. The high productivity of these areas for DSW formation is very likely enhanced by the export of cold shelf waters flowing from the Amery Depression and not just from the polynya activity (Foldvik et al., 2004; Lacarra et al., 2014; Dinniman et al., 2020). Other named polynyas include the Davis and Barrier polynyas to the East of the Prydz channel, both highly productive sites for sea ice (Kusahara et al., 2010). Combined with other unnamed seasonal polynyas, each of these is capable of contributing to DSW production and downslope flows of AABW (Jia et al., 2022). Several studies suggest a net westward transport along the continental shelf and slope in the East Antarctic region (Thompson et al., 2018; Dawson et al., 2023), but a better understanding of the export trajectories for DSW from the Prydz Bay polynya region is still needed to provide insight into the factors which inhibit or promote the formation of AABW.
High-resolution ocean model outputs using Lagrangian particles are a powerful tool to help identify the complex processes of WMT in the Southern Ocean where data are otherwise limited. Previous works utilizing Lagrangian approaches have studied Southern Ocean upwelling and associated WMT (Viglione & Thompson, 2016; Tamsitt et al., 2018). The work by van Sebille et al. (2013) also utilized Lagrangian tracking to study the formation of AABW around the continent. Studies have also considered the transport of AABW using both computational models (Solodoch et al., 2022; Li et al., 2023) and observational data (Gunn et al., 2023). While additional tracers have been used to investigate shelf circulation by Dinniman et al. (2020), abyssal overturning has not yet been studied using Lagrangian tools, leaving a gap in the current understanding of the connection between the Antarctic shelf current and the abyssal circulation. As van Sebille et al. (2018) note, ocean circulation can operate within a large range of scales, and using an ensemble of Lagrangian particles can help to represent the diversity of fluid motion. Furthermore, inferring Southern Ocean currents using simulated Lagrangian particles can determine the relative interconnectivity of ocean basins (Dawson et al., 2023), isopycnal mixing (Abernathey et al., 2022), and represent the vertical and horizontal mixing of water masses in greater detail (Viglione & Thompson, 2016).

This study utilizes Lagrangian analysis to explore the transport of polynya-sourced water in the Prydz Bay region and its transformation to AABW. The resulting three-dimensional trajectories of Lagrangian particles shed light on the processes which influence DSW export from the East Antarctic continental shelf as well as those which affect the eventual formation of AABW. Furthermore, by clustering the drifters and associated water mass properties, we investigate the bathymetric variability, shelf geography, and buoyancy forcing that influence the formation of AABW from polynya-sourced water. Synthesizing the connections between the formation of DSW from coastal polynyas with the downstream formation of AABW improves present understanding of the physical processes which regulate dense water transport around the Antarctic continent.

Our paper is organized as follows: section 2 describes the model configuration and Lagrangian setup, as well as the clustering algorithms used. section 3.1 presents mean pathways and WMTs of the entire model results while section 3.2 shows how clustered drifters elucidate key overturning processes. In section 4, the results are investigated in further detail and compared with results of other studies. A brief set of conclusions is provided in section 5.

2 Model and Methods

2.1 Model description, domain, and design

The Whole Antarctic Ocean Model (WAOM v1.0; Richter et al. (2022)) was developed from the Ice Shelf version of the Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS 3.6), a free-surface, primitive equations model which follows the terrain of the ocean floor (Galton-Fenzi et al., 2012; Dinniman et al., 2007; Shchepetkin & McWilliams, 2009). The algorithms in ROMS use a discretized version of the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations that describe the evolution of temperature, salinity, and other variables, over time. ROMS uses a Boussinesq approximation that density is constant except when it appears in equations determined by gravitational force, and that mass conservation is interchangeable with volume conservation in the equations of state (Shchepetkin & McWilliams, 2009). Together, these equations are used to calculate the ocean state, including its velocity, salinity, temperature, and other properties as the model integrates forward in time. ROMS utilizes asynchronous time stepping, in which the effect of barotropic momentum and baroclinic momentum are not advanced at the same time, but rather using a predictor-corrector method which substantially reduces the computational cost of simulations. That ROMS is free-surface allows its output to represent the effect of surface energy dispersion which is sometimes lost in circulation models which assume a rigid lid (Shchepetkin
The WAOM setup upscales ROMS to a circum-Antarctic domain and uses a curvilinear coordinate grid with a south-polar projection. The domain for WAOM (Figure 1) is rectangular and includes all of the Antarctic ice shelf cavities and the continental shelf (Richter et al., 2022).

The 10 km resolution of WAOM (WAOM10) features a 530 × 630 horizontal grid over the model domain, with depth discretized into 31 vertical layers of varying thickness, with higher resolution towards the ocean surface and seafloor. While WAOM10 is capable of permitting some large coastal polynyas (Arrigo & van Dijken, 2003) and is eddy-permitting, it is not eddy-resolving on the shallow shelves or for mesoscale eddies (Klinck & Dinniman, 2010) nor is it sufficient to represent bathymetric peaks and troughs (Dinniman et al., 2016). Recent studies using WAOM have noted slight differences between resolutions of WAOM. Richter et al. (2022) showed that average shelf temperatures in the 10 km resolution of WAOM (WAOM10) are 0.2°C warmer than the 4 km resolution (WAOM4), with additional positive biases in melt rates. Dias et al. (2023) also noted drift between the annual mean ocean heat content (OHC), mean kinetic energy (MKE), and particularly the ocean salt content (OSC) of WAOM10 and WAOM4 over time, but not within the first years of a given simulation. Despite these differences, the divergence of WMT rates near the ice shelf between the WAOM10 and WAOM4 were found to be relatively small (within 1×10⁻⁴ Sv difference) within Prydz Bay as compared with farther East (±1.5×10⁻⁴ Sv). Furthermore, WMT rates on the continental shelf do not depend on WAOM resolution. This is primarily because surface forcing remains the same despite changes to model resolution. Therefore we argue that WAOM10 and WAOM4 both show realistic simulations of the study region and length of simulation of interest; the additional computational resources of running a finer resolution of the model would not show substantially different results in the trajectories of Lagrangian particles. Finally, because our study is performed over a large regional area, 10 km was deemed sufficient to create a robust dataset using the model while preserving computational efficiency.

WAOM is initialized from rest using a Repeat Year Forcing (RYF) strategy, in which the conditions of a single year (in this case 2007 which was chosen to represent a consistent normal year forcing over the full forcing data period 1992-2011) are repeated to achieve a quasi-equilibrium in the model spin-up (Richter et al., 2022). The spin-up for WAOM10 involves the application of a 20-year RYF dataset. This 20-year period should be sufficiently long to flush the sub-ice cavities (Holland, 2017) and for the ocean to reach a quasi-equilibrium state (Richter et al., 2022). WAOM does not incorporate any river runoff originating from subglacial hydrology as in Dias et al. (2023). The baroclinic model time step used is 15 minutes, with a ratio of the barotropic to baroclinic timestep of 36 to 1. The model was initialized from the final year of the two-decade spin-up, and results are analyzed using the subsequent two model years. The model was run on CSC IT Center for Science Pulkki HPC using 2 x 20 core Xeon Gold 6230 processors on a total of 7 nodes.

Datasets from ECCO2 climate reanalysis were used for the lateral open boundary conditions using a Repeat Year Forcing (RYF) (Menemenlis et al., 2008). The initial conditions were derived from the ECCO2 reanalysis data from January 2007 with data extrapolated beneath the ice shelves, where sea ice buoyancy fluxes and wind stress for 2007 are non-anomalous for the period 1992–2011 (Richter et al., 2022). The seafloor topography in WAOM was derived from two sources: Bedmap2 from Fretwell et al. (2013) and RTopo-2 from Schaffer et al. (2016) for the sub-ice-shelf ocean bathymetry. WAOM uses topography smoothing in order to avoid pressure gradient errors, as is an established part of using terrain-following coordinate models.

An accurate estimation of coastal polynyas is necessary for the estimation of DSW formation which is obtained by prescribing the sea ice forcing using wind stress by using ERA-Interim 10 m wind speeds (Galton-Fenzi et al., 2012; Cougnon et al., 2013; Richter...
et al., 2022), and uses prescribed surface salinity and heat fluxes estimates from sea ice growth and melting derived from observations (Tamura et al., 2011). Given that polynyas are persistent sites of negative heat flux and positive salt flux during the formation of DSW, using these outputs from the model facilitates their identification and representation (Tamura et al., 2008, 2011; Cougnon et al., 2017).

Though outside our research scope, the model configuration used in this study was extended by Dias et al. (2023) further into the Ross Sea than that described in Richter et al. (2022). Furthermore, surface heat fluxes during the summer months have been reduced as compared with those used in Richter et al. (2022) to minimize SST biases. In addition, salt fluxes in this model configuration were not modified from Tamura et al. (2011) as they were in Richter et al. (2022). This ensures that salt input to the ocean remains similar to measured values, even when the model temperature in WAOM is positively biased. Ultimately, this considerably increases continental shelf bottom salinity as compared with Richter et al. (2022) to more realistic values (Dias et al., 2023).

2.2 Lagrangian Simulation and Analysis

Lagrangian diagnostics were performed using a simulation of WAOM. As with ROMS, WAOM features a built-in subroutine to perform online Lagrangian analysis. The trajectory, or flow path followed over time, of each particle in this model is modified by advective velocity and vertical diffusion (Piñones et al., 2011). The advection method WAOM uses to compute the horizontal and vertical positions of the particles is a fourth-order Milne predictor (Abramowitz & Stegun, 1964) and a fourth-order Hamming corrector scheme (Hamming, 1973), while the effect of vertical diffusion is calculated from forward differencing (Piñones et al., 2011). After these particles are released in the model, they move freely in the turbulent flow field.

An equal number of particles (amounting to 20332 total) were released weekly over the course of one model year after initializing with the 20-year RYF scheme and tracked for the subsequent year. These floats were released each week at the ocean surface at the maximal extent of the polynyas in the Prydz Bay polynya region (here defined from 60°E–85°E and above the continental shelf). Based on monthly averages of heat flux and surface salinity flux, a filter was applied so that a subset of only those 4458 particles which are both released in a seasonal polynya and which form DSW at some time in the simulation were pre-selected to calculate the results. The 328 release points for particles used in our results are shown in Figure 1. The shape and extent of these polynyas as well as whether they form DSW can vary during the Antarctic freezing period (from March to October inclusive); these seasonal changes for both named and unnamed polynyas is shown in Figure 2, where only the Darnley polynya features a late-winter signal in which more DSW is formed. In WAOM, these coastal polynyas are defined by coincidences of negative heat flux less than −120 W m⁻² (showing surface cooling) and positive surface salinity flux greater than 1.3x10⁻⁵ m s⁻¹ (showing brine rejection) based on results by Tamura et al. (2008) and Tamura et al. (2011). The units of salt flux are given as kg m⁻² s⁻¹ divided by the density of freshwater. Less than 1% of particles experience beaching, or stagnating on the land-ocean boundary through either ocean processes or model interpolation schemes; these were also filtered from the paper results as in Carlson et al. (2017). Finally, the number of time steps for each particle was also sliced to include only the 365 days after its initial release (trajectories of particles released in January end in January of the following year). One year was chosen as the reference frame to avoid particles experiencing two austral winters, thus increasing their likelihood of being altered by sea ice formation.

The output of the WAOM float application provides a series of particle properties recorded at each model time step. Here, the position of the Lagrangian floats changes with the local velocity and their attributes are updated every 15 minutes after their re-
Figure 1. The maximum extent of coastal polynyas that form DSW identified by monthly averages of salt and heat flux (see Tamura et al. (2011)) during the model run. A total of 328 WAOM10 release points were used in our results. The green, purple, yellow and blue squares represent the anticipated locations of the Darnley, MacKenzie, Davis and Barrier polynyas, respectively. The ocean is colored by bathymetry represented in WAOM10, the black line represents the 1000 m isobath and location of the continental shelf break, and the grey dashed line shows the ice shelf front. Inset shows the WAOM model domain with Southern Ocean bathymetry from Richter et al. (2022).

Figure 2. The seasonal distribution of polynya extent based on the mapping by Portela et al. (2022) and definitions of polynyas from Tamura et al. (2008) and Tamura et al. (2011). The first subplot shows the number of floats released in each polynya as a percentage of the total number of floats released in that polynya over time, and the second subplot shows the total number of particles released in these named and unnamed polynyas over time. Unnamed East refers to seasonal polynyas East of Prydz Bay.
lease with each baroclinic time step in the model. Properties recorded include the in situ
density anomaly ($\sigma$), potential temperature ($\theta$), practical salinity ($S$), depth, and coordi-
nate positions of floats at each time step of the model run. $\sigma$ in the model output is
calculated with respect to the local hydrostatic pressure in order to accurately resolve
horizontal pressure gradients (in units of kg m$^{-3}$ - 1000), while potential density anomaly
($\sigma_\theta$) can be calculated using absolute salinity and conservative temperature with respect
to 1 bar sea surface pressure minus 1000. In this setup, particles are considered micro-
scopic groupings of molecules without material volume. Particles record changes in heat
and salt of the surrounding water. Together, the information recorded for any given par-
ticle at each time step becomes a continuous vector which we refer to as a particle tra-
jectory (van Sebille et al., 2018). A collection of particle trajectories take a step in re-
solving the pathways of Southern Ocean circulation by representing the dynamics of the
fluid motion and facilitating statistical analysis of flow (Malik et al., 1993).

The potential density anomaly ($\sigma_\theta$) is a function of absolute salinity and conserva-
tive temperature. WMT and surface-referenced potential density anomaly ($\sigma_\theta$) isopy-
cnals represented in $\theta$-$S$ diagrams within our report were calculated using the non-linear
Thermodynamic Equation of Seawater-2010 (TEOS-10) by Feistel (2012). Potential den-
sity in this report is referenced to sea surface pressure ($P_a = 1$ bar), reflecting the mean
depth at which particles are initially released. The 75-term polynomial expression ex-
pressed by Roquet et al. (2015) was applied to the Gibbs SeaWater (GSW) Oceanographic
Toolbox in order to compare WAOM output to other ocean models. In this way, GSW
can be used to convert between model data (practical salinity and potential tempera-
ture), in situ observations (practical salinity and in situ temperature), and calculated
location-dependent variables (absolute salinity and conservative temperature) (McDougall
& Barker, 2011). Future references to "salinity" and "temperature" assume the model
data variables.

Several other variables can be used to describe the processes of WMTs. First, freez-
ing temperature ($T_f$) is used to define water masses on the shelf and under the ice sheet
and is calculated using the absolute salinity of seawater with reference to the sea sur-
face pressure of 1 bar (McDougall & Barker, 2011). Next, the Gade line (Gade, 1979)
describes mixing between a given water mass with ice meltwater and is thus a good rep-
resentation of the ISW. Our analyses also refer to this paper as the ice-ocean mixing line
based on the results of McDougall et al. (2014). In Figures 3 and 5, the slope of this line
is the ratio of the latent heat of freezing of seawater to the isobaric heat capacity, and
practical salinity $S$ and potential temperature $\theta$ are here chosen as $S = 34.5$ and $\theta =
-2.05^\circ$C as characteristic values of DSW to represent mixing. As in Gade (1979), this
line does not include an ice-shelf heat flux component where it is included in the model; the
result is still comparable to that equation of McDougall et al. (2014) to represent
glacial ice-ocean mixing. Finally, neutral density ($\gamma$) surfaces represent a multi-valued
functional relation between in situ density ($\sigma$) and pressure (Stanley, 2019), and have
historically been used to fit hydrographic data to density surfaces (Jackett & McDougall,
1997) and identify AABW (Orsi et al., 1999). However, because $\gamma$ is a function of lat-
titude and longitude, calculating it with select reference values becomes less accurate over
large regional studies. This study utilizes primarily $\sigma_\theta$ as calculated from WAOM10 out-
puts of salinity and temperature to study WMT, which changes only as a result of mix-
ing processes (McDougall & Barker, 2011). To verify that potential density can function
for analyses in this study, key values in $\gamma$ are verified using the mapping of ocean prop-
erties by Orsi and Whitworth (2005) in the location of interest and equivalent values found
in $\sigma_\theta$. These values are also comparable to those found in the sea ice model of Kusahara
et al. (2010).

It is common practice in Lagrangian ocean analysis of residence time (Tamsitt et
al., 2021; Dawson et al., 2023) and ocean currents to create binned histograms of par-
ticle pathways (Durgadoo et al., 2013; van Sebille et al., 2018). Our study includes these
analyses and takes a novel approach to Lagrangian ocean analyses by applying data clustering to draw comparisons between individual particle trajectories. Hierarchical clustering for this study was performed using Ward’s method to create a tree of mutually exclusive sets of particles (Ward, 1963). A KMeans algorithm was applied to points in hierarchical subtrees to create clusters of particles (Pedregosa et al., 2011). Three features of individual particles were used to cluster in this study: the changes in temperature ($\theta$), salinity ($S$), and in situ density ($\sigma$) between the time of particle release and one year later. The net change in particle depth was not used, even though some water masses are defined by this variable as discussed in the next section.

2.3 Water Mass Identification

One of the primary interests of this paper is to track polynya-released, DSW-forming drifters which do or do not become AABW. To complete this task as well as identify other WMTs, each particle time step is labeled and categorized as a distinct water mass. The changes to particle water mass over time are then used in the Eulerian view (see Figure 8) as a complement to analysis in the Lagrangian form. Specific rates of WMT are not quantified in this study, but rather the WMT framework is used to study key drivers of density, salinity, and temperature changes.

Several water masses can form in and around coastal polynyas including Dense Shelf Water (DSW) which can eventually form Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW). New sea ice formation in these polynyas during the winter (May through October) is associated with brine rejection, upper ocean cooling, and the formation of HSSW (Tamura et al., 2011; Ohshima et al., 2016), a transitional water mass before the critical density for DSW formation is reached. DSW is the densest water on the Antarctic shelf with a neutral density ($\gamma$) greater than 28.27 kg m$^{-3}$ and a temperature near freezing (Portela et al., 2022). When DSW sinks beyond the continental shelf, it can mix with CDW to form AABW. Talley et al. (2011) defines AABW by its ($\gamma$) greater than 28.27 kg m$^{-3}$, salinity between 34.5–34.75 g kg$^{-1}$, and depth of greater than 1000 m. As observed in Orsi and Whitworth (2005), the top of the $\gamma = 28.27$ isopycnal equivalent near Eastern Antarctica can be found where $\theta = -0.6^\circ C$, $S = 34.6$; the equivalent $\sigma = 27.82$ kg m$^{-3}$. Though HSSW exists at the polynya, this water mass is not uniquely defined in this study, as its definition is so similar to other shelf waters that we refer to both water masses here as DSW (Yoon et al., 2020).

We identify several other water masses in Table 1, which have been compared with in situ observations of temperature and salinity within EN4 datasets (Good et al., 2013) as well as profiles from Ribeiro et al. (2021). These water masses near polynyas include modified Circumpolar Deep Water (mCDW), modified Shelf Water (mSW), Ice Shelf Water (ISW), and Antarctic Surface Water (AASW). mCDW can be produced through mixing across the continental shelf between waters beneath coastal polynyas and CDW which has intruded from the deep ocean onto the shelf. Next, the formation of mSW results from the mixing between mCDW and DSW. AASW can also form near coastal polynyas as a seasonally variable surface layer, with wide variations in salinity and density due to winter buoyancy loss and seasonal air-sea fluxes. (Portela et al., 2022). ISW, often located within the ice shelf cavity, has a potential $\theta$ below the surface freezing point and is composed of glacial meltwater mixed with DSW or mCDW. Finally, Winter Water (WW) can also form from the winter mixed layer and act as a temperature minimum among surface waters (Ribeiro et al., 2021). Definitions for each of these major water masses are derived from Herraiz-Borreguero et al. (2016), Herraiz-Borreguero et al. (2015), and Williams et al. (2016) as well as modified from Portela et al. (2022) so that all particle time steps can be labeled as a distinct water mass. A heatmap of the modeled particles overlayed on their definitions in $\theta$-$S$ space shown in Figure 3.
Table 1. Definitions of water masses by $S$, $\theta$, $\sigma_\theta$, and depth. Parameters used to calculate AASW, mCDW, ISW, DSW modified from Herraiz-Borreguero et al. (2016, 2015); Williams et al. (2016). HSSW defined as $\sigma_\theta \geq 28$ by Yoon et al. (2020) is here combined with DSW. AABW defined by Talley et al. (2011). $T_f$ indicates the surface freezing point.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Water Mass</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Salinity ($S$)</th>
<th>Temperature ($\theta$)</th>
<th>Density Anomaly ($\sigma_\theta$)</th>
<th>Depth (z)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AASW</td>
<td>Antarctic Surface Water</td>
<td>$S &lt; 34.5$</td>
<td>$\theta &gt; T_f$</td>
<td>$\sigma_\theta &lt; 27.73$</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mCDW</td>
<td>modified Circumpolar Deep Water</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$\theta &gt; T_f$</td>
<td>$27.73 &lt; \sigma_\theta &lt; 27.82$</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISW</td>
<td>Ice Shelf Water</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$\theta &lt; T_f$</td>
<td>$\sigma_\theta &lt; 27.82$</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSW</td>
<td>Dense Shelf Water</td>
<td>$S &gt; 34.5$</td>
<td>$\theta &lt; T_f + 0.1$</td>
<td>$\sigma_\theta &gt; 27.82$</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mSW</td>
<td>modified Shelf Water</td>
<td>$S &gt; 34.5$</td>
<td>$T_f &lt; \theta &lt; -0.4$</td>
<td>$\sigma_\theta &gt; 27.82$</td>
<td>$z &gt; -1000$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WW</td>
<td>Winter Water</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$T_f &lt; \theta &lt; -1.5$</td>
<td>$27.55 &lt; \sigma_\theta &lt; 27.73$</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AABW</td>
<td>Antarctic Bottom Water</td>
<td>$S &gt; 34.5$</td>
<td>$T_f + 0.1; \theta &lt; 0.1$</td>
<td>$\sigma_\theta &gt; 27.82$</td>
<td>$z &lt; -1000$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 3. A binned histogram representing the most common potential temperature ($\theta$) and practical salinity ($S$) values of all particles at all time steps as compared with their definitions in Table 1. The colorbar represents a heatmap of size 70 by 70 showing the probability of any one particle having any given $\theta$-$S$ values at any time in the model simulation. The black solid line represents the surface freezing temperature of water ($T_f$). The ice-ocean mixing line is also shown for interactions between ISW and DSW represented by $S = 34.5$ and $\theta = -2.05^\circ C$. Gray solid lines represent potential density anomaly ($\sigma_\theta$) and were calculated using absolute salinity and conservative temperature. Conversions to achieve model terms of salinity and temperature were performed using TEOS-10 by assuming a location within Prydz Bay (73.5089°E, -68.8245°S). Polygons in the figure show labeled relevant water masses. Water masses labeled with an asterisk are also defined by particle depth.
Lagrangian particles are not assumed to have any volume unless the continuum hypothesis is made and the transport is defined by the instantaneous velocity of a particle multiplied by the size of its model grid cell van Sebille et al. (2018). In our study, we note that particles are only released in select coastal polynyas, not along broad swaths of the coast. For this reason, calculating volume transport would not be comparable to similar studies on the region (e.g., Li et al. (2023); Gunn et al. (2023)). Estimates for WMT are instead considered only by their ratios to one another rather than their discrete volume.

3 Results

3.1 Distribution and Timescales

3.1.1 Probability Distribution

We begin by taking a probabilistic approach to the distribution of all particles released in polynyas to outline the currents which transport these Lagrangian particles. A binned histogram in Figure 4a shows the probability that any given particle will appear at least once during the year after their release. Here, each WAOM10 grid cell is colored by the sum of independent observations within that map area normalized by the total number of particles released and given as a percentage.

The dominant flow of particles from Prydz Bay is westward along the ASC and at the edge of the continental shelf. Of those less than 1% of particles recirculate East through a cyclonic gyre in Prydz Bay, most are bounded by the presence the West Ice Shelf (see Figure 4). Two trajectories appear outwards from the bay: one along the Prydz Channel (11% likelihood) and the other just next to Cape Darnley (7% likelihood). Downstream, these trajectories merge West of Cape Darnley, where particles are up to 43% likely to appear along the ASC. Particles continue along the ASC with up to 14% passing westward of the 50°E vertical. In addition to this dominant pathway approximately above the 1000 m isobath, several secondary pathways exist by which particles leave the continental shelf. Few particles flow through the Wild Canyon and they are up to 5% likely to flow through the Daly Canyon off the shelf break. West of the 50°E, particles may follow several smaller canyons to depart to the continental shelf. Importantly, fewer than 5% of the particles leave the continental shelf from Prydz Channel directly; this departure occurs primarily downstream of Cape Darnley. Westward flow plotted here highlights the importance of the ASC in carrying particles to AABW pathways and is consistent with Thompson et al. (2018)’s characterization of Prydz Bay as having few shelf overflows.

3.1.2 Residence Time

The residence time of the particles can also be visually represented in binned histograms. Residence time is defined as the transit time of any given particle passing through a WAOM10 grid cell (van Sebille et al., 2018). Calculating residence time for all Lagrangian particles across bins of the native grid thus yields multiple times for each WAOM10 square. In Figures 4b and 4c, the mean and standard deviation of particle residence times are shown for bins through which at least 5 particles pass during the model time frame to show the range of timescales by which currents transport particles (Rühs et al., 2013). The resulting mean residence times of all particles in one WAOM10 grid square (Figure 4b) can range up to 26 days. The highest mean residence times of particles are both under the Amery Ice Shelf and beyond the continental shelf break, while the mean residence time along the continental shelf break is typically less than 5 days for any WAOM10 grid cell. Figure 4c shows the greatest variances in residence time exist both on the shelf near the Amery Ice Shelf edge as well as off the shelf in the deep ocean.
Figure 4. (a) a histogram representing the probability (from 0 to 100%) that a Lagrangian particle appears at least once in any WAOM10 grid cell in the year after its release. Red dashed lines in (a) define the sections used in Figure 9 and the Discussion section. Histograms on the right show (b) the log-scaled variation of mean residence times within WAOM10 grid squares with at least 5 particles, and (c) the log-scaled standard deviation of residence time within WAOM10 grid squares with at least 5 particles. (a)-(c) feature light gray lines as the latitude and longitude of the map area, and a darker gray line shows the 1000 m isobath around the continent. The edge of the ice shelf is marked as a white line. Major topographic features are labeled.
The minima in particle residence times in Figures 4b and 4c are nearly an opposite reflection of the maxima in 4a, highlighting both the speed and strength of the ASC in East Antarctica as described by Nunes Vaz and Lennon (1996). Furthermore, this westward pathway could have implications for how water masses are redistributed toward the deep ocean. For instance, water sourced from coastal polynyas that is carried along the ASC may interact with downstream ice shelves or upwelling CDW, thus altering its likelihood to sink to bottom water pathways.

### 3.2 Trajectory Clustering

#### 3.2.1 Size and variation of clusters

Clustering particles help parse individual trajectories, whose wide range of values is identified in Figure 4. Here, four clusters of drifters were created, each with at least some particles released from March through October inclusive; four is a small enough number of groups to manage and visualize, yet large enough to represent differences between water mass transformations and differentiate AABW-forming particles. Other numbers of clusters were tested, but four was found to be the best for this study’s purposes, and null hypothesis significance testing performed by a Kolmogorov-Smirnov algorithm was done to ensure data were not drawn from the same distribution. Figure 5 shows each of these clusters as a 70 by 70 gridded heatmap in $\theta$-$S$ space (fine enough to represent major features and mixing), with the same polygons representing water mass as in Figure 3.

A clear distinction is identified in the temperature and salinity values change for the four clusters. First, Groups 1 and 2 show interactions along the glacial ice-ocean mixing line (Gade, 1979; McDougall et al., 2014), indicating the formation of ISW, whereas no similar pattern appears in Groups 3 and 4. Furthermore, the ending points in the former two clusters are fresher than those in the latter. Particularly in Group 1, the range of $\theta$-$S$ values at the end of the simulation is far greater than in any other group, which suggests that interactions with the ice shelf can induce buoyancy gain in polynya-sourced water. The next observable difference appears in how particles appear to mix. In Groups 3 and 4, aggregations of starting points appear just above the surface freezing temperature and ending points appear AABW, a feature which suggests these clusters mix along the isopycnals rather than across them. We note here that temperature and salinity values can change either from advection across isopycnals or as a result of local variability in the surrounding water (Groeskamp et al., 2014). However, the lack of trajectories within the AASW regions of these $\theta$-$S$ plots confirm that the mixing in these latter two groups does not occur across isopycnals to the same extent as in Groups 1 and 2.

#### 3.2.2 Mixing and density distribution

The changes to particle depth can also be visualized in comparison to time and density, as shown in Figures 6 and 7, respectively. The rate of particle sinking and associated buoyancy losses vary quite substantially between the clusters. As in Figure 6, particles in Group 2 sink quite rapidly, losing buoyancy and remaining at depth after they sink to the ocean floor. Group 2 also sinks past the continental shelf but does not sink as deep as the latter two groups (1000–3000 m for Group 2 as compared with 1500+ m for Groups 3 and 4). Particles in all groups are not static in depth; they tend to sink and experience upwelling several times, which might result from convection. Conversely, particles within Group 1 remain close to the surface throughout the year. The noted convection, or sinking and resurfacing of some particles, might result from shoreward intrusions of CDW onto the shelf where isopycnals tilt towards the continental shelf (Thompson et al., 2018), keeping these particles relatively warm and shallow. For Groups 2-4, no specific days—which might represent notable weather events—were correlated with sinking particles.
Figure 5. Heatmaps of resolution 70 by 70 showing each of the $\theta$-$S$ values for each of the four clusters of particles, with the number of particles per cluster listed in the title. Water mass definitions are marked by polygons as in Figure 3, the glacial ice-ocean mixing line marked in blue, $T_f$ demarcates the sea surface freezing temperature, and $\sigma_\theta$ marks the potential density anomaly isopycnals. The $\theta$-$S$ values at the time of release for each particle is marked in green, and those values after one year of the model run are marked in red.
Figure 6. The changes to particle depth (m) over time of the clusters. The trajectories of particles in each subfigure correspond to particles within that cluster, and the number of particles in each cluster is labeled at the top of the figure. Data points are colored by the density of particles in the depth-time space.
Figure 7. A figure showing the changes to depth (m) over sea surface pressure-referenced potential density anomaly ($\sigma_\theta$) of different clusters. The trajectories of particles in each cluster are shown in the subfigures with the number of particles shown at the top. Particles are colored by the number of days since their release. Most changes to density occur above 1000 m depth.
The changes to density with depth of the clusters in Figure 7 also reveal that buoyancy changes occur primarily in the upper ocean. For the AABW-forming Groups 3 and 4, particles sink to reach a fixed density, which does not change once it is reached. Thus, these particles describe well the basic process of bottom water formation within the lower limb of Southern Ocean overturning. However, if these particles are found at the upper edge of the bottom water, shearing with CDW may be inducing eddy formation, causing these particles to fluctuate in depth after they initially sink. Nearer to the surface, greater variability in density is possible. For Group 2 specifically in which many of the particles return to depths above 1000 m, the combined effect of upwelling and convection may be reflected. At the surface, Group 1 features the most variability in density with time due to surface interactions. Groups 1 and 2 likely characterize the upper limb of the Southern Ocean overturning, or are not taking a part of it at all.

3.3 Water Mass Transformations

The released particles can be plotted in $\theta$-$S$ space, and their definitions as water masses over time can be defined by Table 1. The variations of particles in $\theta$-$S$ space is noted with the definitions for water masses in Figure 3. Here, the $S$ and $\theta$ values for all particles at all time steps are used to create a 70 by 70 binned histogram—fine enough to resolve notable features—between the maximum and minimum values for salinity and temperature appearing in the simulation. The probability of any given pair of temperature and salinity values appearing at any time in the simulation was then used to create this histogram or density map, which demonstrates key locations of water mass transformation in $\theta$-$S$ space. In Figure 8, the definitions for AABW and mSW are also defined by depth. While AASW features the largest variation in temperature and salinity, the most common water mass to appear at any given time step is mCDW. At any time step during the one-year simulation, most particles fall between the $\sigma_\theta$ isopycnals of 27.6 to 27.9 kg m$^{-3}$; the WMTs among these high-density waters are the most important to understand the coastal processes near Prydz Bay.

The number of particles that form AABW can depend on the starting water mass. To show this and some notable differences between the clusters, the distribution of water masses at the start and end of the model simulation are shown in Table 2. For Group 1, none of which becomes bottom water, more particles were released at the beginning of the study as WW and AASW, and less comparatively as DSW than the other groups. Groups 1 and 2 are the only clusters in which particles are released cold and fresh enough to be categorized as ISW; these are also the only groups where particles end as ISW at the end of the study. With higher comparable portions of particles starting as DSW, particles in Groups 3 and 4 all end as AABW by one model year after their release.

To investigate where WMTs occur in relation to the bottom topography and continental shelf, we shift to an Eulerian view of the simulation results in Figure 8. Here, particles’ coordinate location at each time step is colored by their respective water mass label, overlaid on a bathymetric map.

Water masses on the shelf and within Prydz Bay itself feature similar trends among the groups. The densest water mass on the shelf, DSW, typically appears near Cape Darnley in all cases before it is advected downstream and transformed. mSW is also advected by the ASC towards the West and appears both within Prydz Bay or beyond it on the continental shelf. One common WMT for both of these water masses is the transition to mCDW which occurs due to interactions with intruding CDW and warming on the shelf. For DSW the transformation to mCDW (or first mSW) occurs only within 72–76°E, while for mSW it occurs at any point East of the Enderby projection. mCDW then can be transported either along the ASC or beyond the continental shelf break. Of the less-frequently appearing water masses, WW can also appear at any location but is most fre-
Figure 8. Clustered particle trajectories in geographical space. The trajectories are colored by their definition in Table 1. Trajectories shown are over the course of one year, and the number of particles in each group is shown in the title of the plot. The background shows model bathymetry, and the solid and dashed lines represent the continental shelf break and the edge of the ice shelf, respectively.
Table 2. A table describing the starting and ending points for trajectories in each of the four clusters. The relative sizes of the clusters are shown. The percentage of points in each water mass is also given at both the start and the end of the model simulation. Water masses are identified by their definitions in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>% of Total</th>
<th>AABW</th>
<th>mCDW</th>
<th>ISW</th>
<th>DSW</th>
<th>AASW</th>
<th>WW</th>
<th>mSW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Start</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>61%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>61%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

quent at the edges of the Amery Ice Shelf, while AASW appears with the most frequency west of the Enderby Land projection in Group 1.

An interesting result of this kind of analysis is in the demonstrated interactions between particles and the Amery Ice Shelf. As similarly noted in section 3.2.1, Groups 1 and 2 clearly form ISW in Figures 5 and 8 where Groups 3 and 4 do not. The freshening demonstrated in Group 1 by the formation of mCDW and AASW with the exclusion of any AABW formation demonstrates that interactions with the ice shelf induce buoyancy gain among particles. Even in Group 2 which forms some bottom water, the formation of ISW appears to enrich particles with freshwater even after they are advected westward; only some of these floats still sink to the ocean’s abyss. As noted in Figure 7, AABW in this group also end at a shallower depth in Group 2 as compared with Group 3. That the ice shelf meltwater precludes or at least limits the formation of AABW is a key process, and particle residence time under the ice shelf should be studied further to quantify the implications of WMT at the edge of the Amery Ice Shelf.

4 Discussion

We argue that the four clusters represent two of the three cases of ASC transport as described by Thompson et al. (2018). Group 1 represents what Thompson et al. (2018) describes as the ”fresh shelf case”, in which CDW intrudes onto the shelf to keep dense waters near the surface and density isopycnals slope downwards towards the continental shelf break. Groups 3 and 4 represent a ”dense shelf case” where dense water sink below intrusions of CDW to the abyssal plane, and density isopycnals follow the continental slope. Group 2 here represents a transitional scenario between the two, in which initial modification under the ice shelf leads to the formation of fresher bottom water. Rather than numbers, the four clusters will be referred to by their physical characteristics for the remainder of our discussion. We demonstrate these cases by showing two transects in Figure 9. At Cape Darnley at 68°, isopycnals tilt parallel to the continental shelf, and the temperature profile has a V-shape with colder temperatures at the sea surface and seafloor, characterizing the ”dense shelf” along which DSW is exported. Contrastingly, beyond the Enderby Land at 50°, \( \sigma_\theta \) isopycnals are roughly perpendicular to the continental slope, and the temperature contours tilt downwards towards the shelf, indicating a ”fresh shelf” which prevents denser waters from sinking.
Figure 9. Sections from two transects (shown in Figure 4) displaying the annual mean of the vertical temperature, salinity, and $\sigma_\theta$ anomaly profiles in a "dense shelf case" (at 68°) and in a "fresh shelf case" (at 50°).

4.1 Sensitivity of AABW Formation to WMT, Topography, and Mixing Processes

4.1.1 Eulerian Water Mass Transformation

Our results suggest that particles in the fresh and intermediate clusters (Groups 1 and 2) which do not form AABW within one model year, have gained buoyancy due to meltwater beneath the Amery Ice Shelf (Figure 5, panels on the top include particles on the Gade line; Figure 8; panels on top include green trajectories). These particles initially form ISW on the shelf, and through further mixing with surrounding water masses, contribute to the formation of intermediate water masses such as AASW and mCDW rather than AABW. Thus, the formation of ISW and its freshening from melting and refreezing under the ice shelf can prevent the formation of AABW later on. Several studies have noted the suppressing factor of ice meltwater on Southern Ocean overturning and particularly its effect on AABW formation (Pellichero et al., 2018; Aguiar et al., 2023), which can occur in Prydz Bay after advection of shelf water under the ice shelf inducing basal melting (Liu et al., 2017; Jacobs et al., 1992). Once these sub-ice shelf waters are enriched with freshwater, they can leave the ice shelf again, mixing with surface waters or CDW to warm and form WW or mCDW. However, the previous influence of ice shelf meltwater makes for a more buoyant AABW, as is found by Li et al. (2023). Our results not only confirm that Antarctic ice melt can drive bottom water freshening but also underscore that these freshwater fluxes can limit DSW export from polynyas which may otherwise have formed AABW.

Interactions between CDW, DSW, and AASW also have an observable effect on AABW formation. In Figure 5, the fresh shelf case features more extensive modification in the AASW and mCDW quadrants in $\theta$-$S$ and less in the DSW quadrant than the intermediate case; these fresh shelf particles ultimately remain near the surface (Figure 6). This difference is not noted in Figure 8, where all clusters show the presence of mCDW at some time on the shelf. These results provide an example of how the intrusions of CDW can play a key factor in determining whether shelf water can sink toward the deep ocean. This dynamic is consistent with the studies of the region: previous literature has doc-
umented shoreward heat transport by upwelled CDW in the Prydz Bay region (Guo et al., 2019), inducing ice shelf melt and buoyancy forcing on the shelf (Liu et al., 2017) and limiting the export of DSW to the deep ocean (Morrison et al., 2020; Portela et al., 2022). Our results support that these intrusions can limit AABW formation. We also speculate that a longer simulation could show further interactions between these shelf waters and seasonal polynyas in seasonal cycles.

4.1.2 Influence of Bed Topography

Bed topography has a notable influence on the export of shelf water in the intermediate and dense shelf cases, but not the fresh shelf case. In Figure 8, particles destined to form AABW preferentially sink in subsea troughs, including Prydz Channel and the Daly and Wild Canyons; the transformation from mCDW or mSW to AABW (orange or olive to blue) also occurs at the shelf break. Furthermore, those intermediate case particles both travel farther along the shelf (Figure 8) and sink to shallower depths (Figure 6) than the dense shelf cases. The results of the intermediate case may reflect the shallower slope found downstream of Prydz Bay as compared with near Cape Darnley, as well as suggest that more modification on the continental shelf can lead to freshening of AABW. These analyses underscore the importance of steeper submarine valleys as sites of DSW transformation to AABW and agree with previous studies that topography is important to the export of dense water, both at Prydz Bay and Cape Darnley (Portela et al., 2022; Baines & Condie, 1985), likely by influencing the strength of the ASC and cross-slope flow (Thompson et al., 2018). However, because ROMS uses bottom topography smoothing to avoid pressure gradient errors, downslope flows may be represented differently here than when using a z-level model (Richter et al., 2022). Further study should include a comparison of WAOM to other ocean models to reproduce different representations of AABW interaction with the seafloor.

The extent to which the seafloor affects WMTs likely reflects the resolution of the model. While uniform grid spacing of 10 km is "eddy-permitting" as discussed in section 2, Klinck and Dinniman (2010) suggests changes to bottom topography resulting from alterations to horizontal resolution could strengthen circumpolar currents and alter exchanges of heat across the shelf break. The findings by Dias et al. (2023) agree that WAOM4 shows a stronger bottom-intensified ASC than the courser resolution WAOM10. Thus, using WAOM10 likely increases the residence time along the trajectory of the ASC as compared with WAOM4. Dias et al. (2023) also notes that using a courser topography is associated with greater buoyancy loss (up to 3 Sv difference in WMT rates) for higher densities ($\sigma_\theta > 27.6$ kg m$^{-3}$). Because increased residence time on the shelf is associated with the formation of more buoyant waters in our study, we argue that the effect of this buoyancy loss in WAOM10 is somewhat compensated by the weakened ASC, and the coarser resolution provides comparable results to a study performed with WAOM4.

4.1.3 Changes in Temperature and Salinity

We further investigate the roles of diapycnal and isopycnal mixing by identifying the changes to the four clusters in $\theta$-S space using Figure 5. In the fresh shelf cases, diapycnal mixing facilitated by Ekman transport creates a larger range of $\theta$-S both during and at the end of the simulation. Despite that all groups have a similar spread of starting points in $\theta$-S space, there is a clear migration to lower density classes in this fresh case, whereas this does not occur in the other three panels. Along-isopycnal mixing in the two dense shelf cases is responsible for most of the formation of AABW (Figure 5 bottom panels). In these cases, a clear path from DSW to AABW ending points emerges as particles subduct along the $\sigma_\theta$ isopycnals; in their tractors, these particles may be AASW only briefly before sinking to the ocean floor. The lower panels of Figure 7 confirm that these dense shelf case particles only alter their buoyancy on the shelf, reflecting the downward-sloping isopycnals along the continental shelf. The vertical stratifi-
cation required to allow for these dense outflows on the seafloor is enabled by shoaling of CDW above these particles (Baines & Condie, 1985; Gill, 1973; Thompson et al., 2018), which alters the temperature of dense flows but not their salinity or density. It is also interesting to note that, in contrast to many overflows in the northern hemisphere (such as in the Denmark Strait, or the Arctic shelves), due to the upward-sloping isopycnals the descending plume flows in waters that are close to its own density and thus there is little entrainment to plume.

A combination of two patterns of mixing—along isopycnals or across them—can drive coastal waters to form more buoyant, fresher AABW. In the intermediate case as identified in Figure 5, even for particles that begin as DSW, diapycnal mixing with other surface waters including ISW can increase buoyancy when water is advected under the ice shelf by means of shoaling of other water masses from offshore. However, unlike the fresh shelf case, this water can still lose buoyancy through interactions with coastal polynyas after its initial release, forming mCDW and then lighter AABW by sinking along density isopycnals (Thompson et al., 2018).

### 4.2 Comparison to Observational and Model Results

We compare the results from WAOM on dense water export and WMT to other studies using in situ observations. Our study highlights two pathways as key in connecting coastal polynya-sourced DSW to AABW export: the Prydz Channel and Cape Darnley (Figures 4 and 8), consistent with the results from elephant seal data by Portela et al. (2022) as well as oxygen isotope samples by Jia et al. (2022). Lagrangian analyses with WAOM also note the Wild and Daly canyons as important export pathways for AABW; Ohshima et al. (2013)’s utilization of seal data confirms the same result. Next, the inverse correlation between interactions with the Amery Ice Shelf cavity in this study (green trajectories in Figure 8 and interactions along the Gade line in Figure 5) is qualitatively in line with seal data studies showing basal melt as a limiting factor for DSW production in MacKenzie polynya (Portela et al., 2021). Additionally, the results of WMT in Table 2 show quantitative agreement with in situ observations from Pellichero et al. (2018). We show 26% of particles form AABW as compared with 19% of upwelled CDW entering the lower limb of the MOC; our study also shows a greater proportion of exported water becoming mCDW rather than surface waters in the noted study. While these results should not be directly compared—the methodology of Pellichero et al. (2018) does not accurately resolve polynyas—that these results are consistent underscore this region as a site of substantial bottom water formation requiring further study to quantify its influences on the MOC.

In our study, the shelf residence times of Lagrangian particles (Figures 4b and 4c) are remarkably similar to those of floats released at 1000 m depth using MOM01 by Tamsitt et al. (2021). However, average residence times in MOM01 are up to 50 days greater beneath the Amery Ice Shelf than in our WAOM10 study. We speculate this difference results from the coarser model resolution used in our study as compared with a zonal resolution of 2.6–5.5 km in that of Tamsitt et al. (2021). Figure 4a in our results is also quantitatively similar to the representation of the ASC using ACCESS-OM2-01 Lagrangian particles (Dawson et al., 2023) as well as abyssal transport of AABW using passive tracers (Solodoch et al., 2022).

Next, we contrast the distribution of particles in the WMT framework in WAOM10 with the results of other ocean models. After one year, our study found a ratio of 5 particles with \( \sigma_\theta > 27.8 \) kg m\(^{-3}\) and depth above 2000 m for every 3 particles with \( \sigma_\theta > 27.8 \) kg m\(^{-3}\) and depth below 2000 m. Comparing this with the results after 25 years from passive tracers released in Prydz Bay and Cape Darnley using the CCSR Ocean Component Model (COCO), Kusahara et al. (2017) found this ratio to be 1 volume of water in the former category for every 2 in the latter. The discrepancy in the formation of wa-
ter $\sigma_\theta > 27.8$ kg m$^{-3}$ between our study and that of Kusahara et al. (2017) may result from the difference in the length of the simulation (1 year in our study vs 25 in Kusahara et al. (2017)). This difference may have also resulted from the representation of polynyas with WAOM. The results of our study also show similarities with Li et al. (2023), in which meltwater from the continent and the formation of ISW led to a contraction of AABW formation using ACCESS-OM2-01. However, Li et al. (2023) describes this shift as a result of descending isopycnals (rather than buoyancy forcing by the meltwater itself). While our study does not comment on changes to isopycnals along the shelf, the results agree that the influence of ISW can either prevent bottom water formation entirely or form more buoyant AABW.

5 Conclusions

We used virtual Lagrangian floats within the WAOM10 ocean model to examine the influences of WMT, seasonality, local topography, and various forms of ocean mixing on AABW formation and export from the Prydz Bay and Cape Darnley polynya regions. Cluster analysis was used to find four unique trajectories of water mass transport from the Prydz Bay polynyas to the deep ocean. Our study offers a novel viewpoint on the AABW formation in Eastern Antarctica by combining Lagrangian trajectory analysis with water mass transformation framework. However, the study is somewhat idealized and many aspects could be further expanded on. For example, here we did not calculate volume transports but rather used comparative analysis to analyze the importance of the identified water mass pathways. Furthermore, the results are based on simulations with single year forcing and does not account for the impact of climate variability. Thus, our study does not fully quantify the impact of various processes on polynya-influenced WMT but rather builds a qualitative understanding on their roles in AABW formation.

Despite the various shortcomings of the study, the results offer a detailed view of the complex dynamics of AABW formation from Prydz Bay. Of the Lagrangian particles released in Prydz Bay coastal polynyas, 26% become AABW within one year. Our results suggest that mixing between crucial water masses, mCDW, and particularly ISW, reduces the conversion of DSW to AABW. The ultimate formation of AASW or mCDW, or some more buoyant forms of AABW is associated with longer residence time on the continental shelf and more interactions in the mixed layer, diapycnal mixing, and interactions with the ice shelf meltwater. In agreement with previous studies, we find that DSW export takes place along local canyons. Expanding on previous studies of this region, our study suggests probable implications for AABW formation under increasing ice shelf meltwater production under climate warming scenarios. We suggest that, even if the current processes of DSW production in coastal polynyas would not change in the future, mixing with ambient waters on the shelf that are becoming warmer and fresher, including ISW and CDW, will change the strength of AABW formation. Paired with anticipated changes to CDW upwelling in the coming decades, further study on Prydz Bay and Amery Ice Shelf interaction is imperative to understand the controls on AABW formation in this critical region.

Open Research Section

Upon publication, the key model fields and the Lagrangian trajectories will be made available through CSC’s FAIR data platform (https://www.fairdata.fi/) and the model code, as well as analysis scripts, will be distributed using https://zenodo.org/.
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